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1. Introduction 

 This forms Part J of the Section 32 (s32) evaluation report for the Urban Plan Changes. This part should 

be read in conjunction with the other Parts 1 – 11. The general introduction, statutory assessment and 

analysis of higher order policy documents are contained within Part 1. Strategic Direction objectives, 

policies and performance standards are evaluated in terms of s32 within Part 2. 

 Plan Change 88J (PC88J) seeks to establish a Precincts chapter in the district plan.  This will include a 

review of the Port Nikau Environment and the Oil Refinery provisions in the operative District Plan (WDP) 

and the introduction of a Hīhīaua Peninsula Precinct.  This will include updating the provisions to reflect 

the impending National Planning Standards (Standards), to apply new definitions and to reflect 

proposed higher order policy of the Strategic Direction Chapter. PC88J will include: 

• A new Precincts chapter in the WDP. 

• A conversion of the WDP Port Nikau Environment Chapter to the Port Nikau Precinct – with 

objectives, policies and rules for the precinct and subdivision provisions within the proposed 

Subdivision Chapter.  

• A conversion of WDP Scheduled Activity 13 to the Oil Refinery Precinct.  

• A new Hīhīaua Precinct.  

• Changes to the WDP Planning maps – denoting the proposed precincts.  

• Consequential changes to the WDP.  

2. Background 

2.1 Existing Port Nikau Environment (PNE) 

 The Port Nikau Environment is a zone created as a result of a private plan change (PC78) which became 

operative on 27 October 2010.  The area has historically been used as Whangarei Port, now has large 

areas of land vacant with a mix of land uses, marine industry primarily present. The zone is intended to 

be a mixed use environment, located in close proximity to the CBD.  The PNE provisions aim to enable 

the mixed use development of the site; to use urban design principles to lead the design process and 

touse a tiered approach for development assessment (Master Planning and Precinct Planning).  Figure 

1 shows the Port Nikau Environment as green. 
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Figure 1: District Plan Map of Port Nikau Environment (Green) 

 The zone provisions prescribe a development process: 

TABLE 1:  EXTRACT FROM WDP, PNE – DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 

MASTER PLAN 

Covers the whole 
Environment 

Provides detail of core infrastructure 
layout, reserves and open space 
pattern and defines key urban 
design elements to be included in 
the individual Precinct Plans 

Discretionary Activity 

PRECINCT PLAN 

Covers a defined part of 
the Environment 

Provides assumptions on end land 
uses, provides specific urban design 
elements to be applied within a 
defined ‘precinct’ and ensures that 
sufficient capacity will be provided 
with the infrastructure services 

Restricted 
Discretionary Activity 

SUBDIVISION CONSENT 

Enables formal 
development of Precinct 
Plan 

Divides site into individual lots and 
lays out roading and reserves 
pattern and services and ensure 
infrastructure is built to the required 
standards 

Controlled Activity 

BUILDING CONSENT 

Enables built 
development within lots 
created by subdivision 
process 

 Subject to Building Act 
requirements 

 Any development onsite prior to approval of a Master Plan is managed by references to the WDP 

Business 4 Environment (B4) provisions. 

 The B4 is being reviewed as part of the Urban Plan Changes. 
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 On 12 April 2017, a landuse consent decision (Attachment 1) was issued approving a Master Plan (the 

master plan) in accordance with the first step of the PNE prescribed development process. 

 As an urban zone the PNE would sit under the proposed Urban Area objectives and policies within the 

WDP policy structure.  This, the B4 review and the impending Standards, meant that it is necessary to 

review the PNE slightly ahead of the anticipated 10 year time frame.   

2.2 Oil Refinery  

 Scheduled Activity No. 13 applies to the Marsden Point Oil Refinery. The site is zoned as B4. Figure 2 

below shows Scheduled Activity No. 13 outlined in red: 

 

Figure 2: District Plan Environment Map of Scheduled Activity No. 13 

 Scheduled Activity No. 13 states: 

Activities Generally  

Any activity is a permitted activity provided that it takes place in the Oil Refinery Overlay Area that is related 

to the primary function of the oil refinery site. For the purpose of this rule the primary function is defined as 

a function that contributes to the safe, efficient and economic running of the Oil Refinery, and includes the 

operation of storage and fuel tanks, process plants, cogeneration plants and associated transmission lines, 

offices, support and community activities, visitor centres, canteens/cafes and residential dwellings 

associated with the refinery, and facilities catering to the needs of staff and visitors.  

Aerials and Aerial Support Structures  

The diameter of an aerial or aerial support structure is unlimited as a permitted activity in the Oil Refinery 

Overlay Area. 

 Scheduled Activity No. 13 has an underlying Environment of B4.  The Business Environments are being 

reviewed as part of the urban plan changes, therefore Scheduled Activity No. 13 must also be reviewed. 
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2.3 Hīhīaua Peninsula  

 The Hīhīaua Peninsula is an area of land to the southeast of the City Centre and adjacent to the Hatea 

River and the Waiarohia Stream. The area is currently zoned as Business 2 Environment (B2) as shown 

outlined in red in Figure 3 below: 

 

Figure 3: District Plan Environment Map of Hīhīaua Peninsula 

 Currently, the Hīhīaua Peninsula area has a range of activities including, retail, small-scale 

manufacturing, warehousing, car-servicing activities, wholesale trade, storage facilities and other light 

industrial activities. Many commercial businesses utilise the car park between Finlayson, Dent and 

Herekino Streets for their activities or services. This area generally has low amenity and is an 

environment dominated by vehicles, and industrial/commercial activities. 

 The Hīhīaua Peninsula has been identified by Council as a potential area for inner city living and mixed 

use development. In order to achieve this, it is envisaged that over time the area will transition into a 

high amenity, medium/high density residential/ mixed use. 

3. Proposed Port Nikau Precinct Section 32 Analysis  

 Council must evaluate in accordance with s32 of the RMA, the extent to which each objective is the 

most appropriate way to achieve the purpose of the RMA.  A s32 assessment must determine whether 

the proposed provisions are the most appropriate way to achieve the proposed objectives by 
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undertaking a cost benefit analysis of the economic, social, environmental and cultural effects of the 

provisions, including whether opportunities for economic growth and employment are reduced or 

increased.  The risk of acting or not acting where uncertain information exists must also be considered.  

 Proposed changes to the PNE are detailed and analysed below.  Changes can be grouped into four 

categories: 

• Amendments necessary to ensure consistency with the anticipated draft Standards. 

• Amendments necessary to ensure consistency with the rolling review of the District Plan and most 

recent plan changes (newly operative Rural, Coastal and Landscapes). 

• Amendments necessary to ensure consistency with the proposed UA. 

• Amendments necessary to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the PNE rules.  

• No change is proposed to the spatial extent of the PNE.  The only mapping changes proposed to 

the PNE are renaming to reflect the draft Standards and proposed Urban Zones. 

3.1 Objectives (PNE.50.2.1) 

 Conversion of PNE to a precinct will result in the proposed objectives of the underlying zone applying.  

Only those tailored PNE objectives that are necessary to illustrate key outcomes of the PNE are 

proposed to remain in the Port Nikau Precinct (PNP).  PNE objectives were assessed as appropriate 

within PC76.  The table below summarises the changes to the PNE objectives: 

Table 2: CHANGES TO PNE OBJECTIVES 

PNE Objectives PNP Objectives  Reason for Change 

1 Enable a greater level of 
connectivity between the Port Nikau 
Environment and the CBD and the 
City and the water/harbour edge, 
improving the water entrance to the 
City and providing public access to the 
coastal marine area.  

 
Delete to avoid duplication with 
the Strategic Direction chapter. 

2 Create a mixed use environment, 
thereby strengthening the overall form, 
capacity and range of land uses within 
Whangarei, providing increased 
employment opportunities and 
commercial and residential capacity 
near the Central Business District 
(CBD) and regional sports facilities, 
with development in defined Precincts 

creating capacity for predicted long‐
term commercial and residential 
growth of the Port Nikau Environment. 

PNP-O1 Liveable Zone 

Create a liveable, mixed use 
environment where people can 
live, work and play within the Port 
Nikau Precinct.    

PNE objective is simplified to 
ensure consistency with the rolling 
review approach to drafting 
objectives and to avoid duplication 
with the Strategic Direction 
chapter.  

3 Overall and within individual 
Precincts, be an example of good 
urban design, creating a liveable, 
mixed use environment where people 
can practically live, work and play 
within the Port Nikau Environment, 
providing employment based, 
commercial, retail and other land uses 
and a range of residential housing 
types and styles that will support a 

 Delete. Each PNE precinct is 
proposed to be replaced an urban 
zone.  Relevant objectives relating 
to urban design outcomes are 
contained within each zone. 
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growing and increasingly diverse 
population. 

4 Allow appropriate activities including 
industry within the Port Nikau 
Environment, with a buffer and 
transitional zone provided between 
industrial and mixed use activities to 
ensure compatibility of different land 
uses and activities and avoid reverse 
sensitivity effects. 

PNP-O4 Reverse Sensitivity 

Manage reverse sensitivity 
effects between Zones and 
incompatible land use activities.   

PNE objective is simplified to 
ensure consistency with the WDP 
rolling review approach to drafting 
objectives. 

5. Ensure adequate services and 
infrastructure are provided to the Port 
Nikau Environment and that there is 
sufficient land area set aside for the 
physical provision of infrastructure and 
that there is sufficient capacity, or 
planned capacity, within the various 
infrastructure services to cater for the 
demand assessed to be created by 
development at Port Nikau while 
recognising the impacts of 
development on existing infrastructure 
networks 

PNP-O2 Infrastructure and 
Services 

Ensure adequate provision of 
infrastructure and services to 
meet development capacity 
while recognising the impacts of 
development on existing 
infrastructure networks. 

PNE objectives are simplified to 
ensure consistency with the WDP 
rolling review approach to drafting 
objectives and to avoid 
duplication with the proposed 
Three Waters and Transport 
Chapters. 

6. Provide infrastructure and services 
that will lead to positive environmental 
outcomes with scope to enhance the 
surrounding environment and ensure 
that the development of the site (in 
stages) does not limit future 
development through poorly planned 
services and infrastructure and where 
possible the potential impacts of 
development are lessened through the 
use of low impact design systems for 
infrastructure. 

7. Incorporate over time new 
transport and traffic initiatives that 
result in adequate roading 
infrastructure (including necessary 
access to the state highway) being 
provided to accommodate the 
expected growth, with a roading 
hierarchy that is appropriate to the 
different activities within the area, 
incorporating pedestrian and 
cycleways and establishing further 
connections to the CBD and 
adjoining suburbs while recognising 
the impacts of development on the 
existing roading network.  

 Delete to avoid duplication with 
the proposed Transport Chapter. 

8. Provide adequate and appropriate 
Open Space creating a strong 
network of public open space, 
including places to enjoy a range of 
recreational activities including public 
access to the coastal marine area. 

PNP-O5 Open Space 

Create a strong network of open 
space for recreation and public 
access to the coastal marine 
area.   

PNE objective is simplified to 
ensure consistency with the WDP 
rolling review approach to drafting 
objectives and to avoid duplication 
with the Strategic Direction 
chapter. 

9. Ensure that the development of the 
site allows for the maintenance of 
existing (pre-development) ecological 
values. 

PNP-O3  Biodiversity 

Ensure that the development of 
the site allows for the 
maintenance of existing (pre-
development) ecological values. 

Renumbered. 

10. Provide an opportunity to 
reinforce and develop a local sense of 
place and identity and maintain the 
historical identity of the site. 

 Delete. Each PNE precinct is 
proposed to be replaced by an 
urban zone.  Relevant objectives 
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relating to urban design outcomes 
are contained within each zone. 

11. Ensure that the design of the 
development takes into consideration 
and where possible mitigates any 
existing or potential hazards, in 
particular flooding, geotechnical 
issues and ground contamination. 

 Delete to avoid duplication with 
WDP district wide Hazards 
chapters. 

12. Recognise that the potential 
environmental effects of development 
in the Port Nikau Environment shall 
be taken into account and methods 
required to avoid, remedy and/or 
mitigates effects shall be defined as 
part of the Master Plan and/or 
Precinct Plan process.  With regard to 
subdivision of the site, this will be 
recognised as one means by which to 
ensure that the necessary conditions 
of any Master Plan and/or Precinct 
Plan are implemented, in particular 
the requirement to provide 
infrastructure and services to 
accommodate future development. 

 Delete.  Each PNE precinct is 
proposed to be replaced by an 
urban zone.  Relevant objectives 
relating to urban design outcomes 
are contained within each zone. 

 To confirm the appropriateness of the proposed objectives, the following further assesses whether the 

proposed objectives are the most appropriate way to achieve the purpose of the RMA, other higher 

order objectives proposed in the UA, and other higher order documents. The level of analysis 

undertaken in this report is appropriate to the scale of the proposal. 

 Part 2 of the RMA outlines the purpose and principles of the RMA. Table 2 demonstrates that the 

proposed PNP objectives achieve the purpose of the RMA. Several sections within Part 2 of the RMA 

are not relevant to PC88J. Additionally, with regard to s8, consultation with Tangata Whenua has been 

undertaken and no matters have been identified that would indicate that PC88J is inconsistent with s8.  

  TABLE 3: LINKAGE OF PROPOSED PNP OBJECTIVES WITH 

PART 2 OF THE RMA 

 

  Proposed PNP Objectives 

 

  
PNP-O1 PNP-O2 PNP-O3 PNP-O4 PNP-O5 

RMA  

Part 2 

Sections 

5(2)(a) √  √   

5(2)(b)   √   

5(2)(c) √ √ √ √ √ 

7(b) √ √ √   

7(c) √ √ √ √ √ 

7(f) √ √ √ √ √ 

 Having assessed the proposed objectives against Part 2 of the RMA it is considered that they achieve 

the purpose of the RMA and promote sustainable management. 
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 The provisions of higher order documents were considered in the formulation of the objectives and 

policies in PC88J. Of particular relevance to PC88J are the RPS, the LTP, 30/50 and the UDS. Table 4 

provides an overview of the proposed PNP objectives’ consistency with the more relevant higher order 

documents.  

  TABLE 4: LINKAGE OF PROPOSED PNP OBJECTIVES WITH 

HIGHER ORDER DOCUMENTS 

 

  Proposed PNP Objectives 

 

  PNP-O1 PNP-O2 PNP-O3 PNP-O4 PNP-O5 

H
ig

h
e

r 
O

rd
e
r 

D
o

c
u

m
e
n

ts
 

RPS √ √ √ √ √ 

LTP      

30/50 √   √  

UGS √     

UDS √  √   

 

 The proposed PNP objectives are subservient to the higher order district wide objectives set out in the 

Strategic Direction Chapter (SD) proposed under Plan Change 148. The overarching SD objectives and 

policies and their links to the proposed PNP objectives are shown in Table 5 below. This table illustrates 

that the objectives of the PNP are effectively linked to the overall objectives and policies of the SD which 

are considered to be appropriate in terms of s32. 

TABLE 5: LINKING BETWEEN RELEVANT STRATEGIC DIRECTION CHAPTER AND PNP 

OBJECTIVES 

Proposed Strategic Direction 

Objective 

Proposed Strategic Direction 

Policies 

Proposed PNP Objectives 

SD-01 – Range of Zones 

Provide for differing character and 

amenity values by having a range of 

Zones with differing expectations.   

SD-P1, P19, P20 – SD-39 PNP-O1, PNP-P1 

SD-05 – Incompatible Activities 

Avoid conflict between incompatible land 

use activities from new subdivision and 

development. 

SD-P2  PNP-O4, PNP-P4 

SD-06 – Indigenous Biodiversity 

Identify and protect the values and 

attributes of indigenous biological 

diversity (Significant Natural Areas) and 

maintain the extent and diversity of other 

indigenous biodiversity. 

SD-P18  PNP-O3, PNP-P5 

SD-07 – Reticulated Infrastructure 

Provide efficient and effective onsite and 

reticulated infrastructure in a sustainable 

manner and co-ordinate new land use 

SD-P5, P6, P-12  PNP-O2, PNP-P2, PNP-P3 
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and development with the establishment 

or extension of infrastructure and 

services. 

SD-09 – Land Use and Transport 

Planning 

Maintain and enhance accessibility for 

communities and integrate land use and 

transport planning. 

SD-P6, P7, P9, P13  PNP-O3, PNP-P3 

Urban Area Objectives 

SD-11 – Residential and Business 

Demand 

Ensure that there are sufficient 

opportunities for the development of 

residential and business land to meet 

demand. 

SD-P8  PNP-O1, PNP-P1 

Open Space Objectives 

SD-020 – Sufficient Open Space 

Provide sufficient quality open space for 

the social and cultural well-being of a 

growing population. 

SD-P13  PNP-O5, PNP-P6 and PNP-P7 

 

SD-021 – Range of Open Space 

Provide a range of open space land in 

the District to enable recreational, 

cultural, community, conservation, and 

educational use. 

SD-P13, P14  

 
 

3.2 Proposed Port Nikau Precinct 

 Applying a precinct with underlying zoning is considered to be an appropriate method of achieving the 

PNP objectives and maintaining the original outcome sought in PC76 and the PNE.  The draft Standards 

provide a specific list of zones that may be used in a district plan.  There is no zone with a similar activity 

mix that would easily replace PNE as a single zone.  The draft Standards also provide other methods 

such as: 

• Precincts – Spatially identifies and manages an area where two or more additional provisions 

apply which modify the policy approach of the underlying zone. 

• Development areas – Spatially identifies and manages areas where conceptual plans such as 

structure plans or framework plans apply to determine future land use or development.   

• Special purpose zones – Must only be created when the proposed land use activities and 

anticipated development within are defined as:  

o Are significant to the district or region. 

o Could not be enabled by any other zone.  

o Could not be enabled by the introduction of an overlay, precinct, designation, development 

area or specific control 
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 The PNE has been established with a development path reliant upon master planning and subsequent 

precinct planning.  Creating a development area could therefore be a possible alternative method to the 

PNE under the draft Standards.  However, draft Area Specific Matters Standard (draft mandatory 

direction 17) requires that the development plan section be deleted once the development is completed.  

PNE enables an on-going level of development and management of effects rather than single 

development.   

 The mixed used environment of PNE could be enabled by the introduction of underlying zones and 

precincts.  It is therefore considered that a special purpose zone is not a feasible option in accordance 

with draft Area Specific Matters Standard. 

3.3 Proposed Underlying Zones 

 PNE provides for a mixed use environment based upon a master plan and subsequent precinct plan 

framework.  The B4 provisions apply until such time as a master plan is approved under the PNE.  Once 

a master plan is approved, the B4 rules can no longer be utilised as transitional provisions.   

 The master plan approved in April 2017 establishes areas with indicative land uses, and the PNE rules 

strongly discourage activities to occur without an approved precinct plan.  PNE rule 50.7.B requires 

discretionary consent for any proposed activity that is not provided for within an approved master plan 

or precinct plan.  Rule PNE.50.5.4 requires discretionary consent for any precinct plan application that 

does not give effect to an approved master plan.   

 It is therefore considered appropriate to rely upon the master plan to determine the most appropriate 

proposed zoning to apply to the PNP.  Of the suite of proposed urban zones the most similar in outcome 

to the master plan indicative land use areas have been proposed: 

TABLE 6: LINKING BETWEEN PNE MASTER PLAN AND PROPOSED ZONE 

PNE Master Plan Indicative Land Use Proposed Zone 

Local Centre Local Commercial Zone 

Mixed Use Mixed Use Zone 

Residential High Density Residential Zone 

Commercial Light Industry Zone 

Marine Light Industry Zone 

Industrial Heavy Industry Zone 

Parks  Open Space Zone 

 
 

3.4 Policies (PNE.2.2) 

 The PNE policies have been reviewed to ensure consistency with the approach to the WDP rolling 

review, to avoid duplication with underlying zones and to give effect to the proposed PNP objectives. 

The draft Standards chapter structure does not provide for multiple layers of policy within one zone 

chapter.  Therefore, the policy structure must be changed to remove duplication.  Table 7 summarises 

the changes:  
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Table 7: S32 ASSESSMENT OF PROPOSED PNP POLICIES 

PNE Policy (50.2.2) PNP Policy  Reason for Change 

1. Amenity Values 
That changing land-use patterns are 

recognised …mixed use 

development is encouraged 

…potential negative effects of 

different land-uses are effectively 

managed, whilst avoiding reverse 

sensitivity effects and maintaining 

amenity values 

 Delete. Each PNE precinct 
is proposed to be replaced 
by an urban zone with its 
own policy.  

 

 

 

 

2. Mixed Use Environments 
To ensure that the effects of activities 
located in mixed use environments do 
not have adverse effects on other 
uses… 

3. Mixed Used Development  
The development of land in a mixed 
use manner will result in varying lot 
sizes and ownership structures 
which may not necessarily fit 
comfortably with the standard 
subdivision rules contained within the 
District Plan… 

4  Integration of Activities  
The integration of different land use 
activities enables a more intensified 
use of land therefore assisting in 
sustainably managing the land use 
resource… 

5.  Management of Effects  
Where the potential effects of a 
proposed development are clearly 
known, the subdivision rules shall be 
used as a means to enable the 
orderly breakup and management of 
land, rather than a means by which 
to control effects.. 
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6. Riparian and Coastal Margins  
To recognise that some types of 
industry and land use have an 
operational necessity to be located 
within riparian and coastal margins 
and that in some instances the 
exclusion of public access is 
necessary to ensure the efficient and 
safe operation of these types of 
industry and land use and also to 
protect public safety. 
 
To recognise that riparian and 
coastal margins are a limited 
resource and that the ability to 
sympathetically develop such in a 
manner that encourages public use 
of riparian and coastal margins will 
enhance amenity values and add to 
the attractiveness of the District. 
 
To recognise that riparian and 
coastal margins differ greatly within 
the District, both in their physical 
makeup and their potential use and 
that some riparian and coastal 
margins can become valuable public 
assets if developed in a manner that 
encourages high public use and 
enjoyment of such areas. 
 
7 Development of Riparian and 
Coastal Margins  
The sympathetic and appropriate 
development of riparian and coastal 
margins shall be enabled in order to 
provide a variety of experiences 
within riparian and coastal margins… 
 
8 Operational Requirements 
The provision of public access to 
riparian and coastal margins will not 
always be in the best interests of 
industry and commercial…. 

PNP-P6 Open Space 
To provide open space, connections 
and access to the Coastal Marine Area 
by protecting the harbour edge shared 
space and creating pedestrian and 
cycle way links.  
 
PNP-P7 Marine Industry 
To recognise the importance of marine 
industry and marine retail activities to 
the PNP, acknowledging the historical 
port and enabling such activities within 
the harbour edge shared space in the 
Light Industry Zone and PNP. 
 

PNE policy is simplified to 
ensure consistency with the 
WDP rolling review 
approach to drafting policies 
and to avoid duplication with 
the Strategic Direction 
chapter. 

 

9. Public use of Riparian and 
Coastal Margins 
The public use of riparian and 
coastal margins shall not be viewed 
as a threat, but as an opportunity, 
where through the appropriate 
provision of infrastructure, that 
people will be able to access the 
coast, potentially in large numbers, 
to enjoy riparian and coastal 
margins, where such development 
and use of public infrastructure does 
not threaten ecological, cultural and 
landscape values. 
 

PNP-P6 Open Space 
To provide open space, connections 
and access to the Coastal Marine Area 
by protecting the harbour edge shared 
space and creating pedestrian and 
cycle way links. 

PNE policy is simplified to 
ensure consistency with the 
WDP rolling review 
approach to drafting policies 
and to avoid duplication with 
the Strategic Direction 
chapter. 

 

10 Subdivision and Development  
More intensive subdivision and 
development should be encouraged 
in areas where existing infrastructure 
is provided… 

 Delete to avoid duplication 
with the proposed Transport 
Chapter. 

11 Subdivision and Development  
To enable the flexible subdivision of 
mixed-use developments… 

PNE policy is simplified to 
ensure consistency with the 
WDP rolling review 
approach to drafting 
policies. 

12 Land Ownership 
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Differing methods and proposals for 
land ownership can have an effect 
on the way in which land is 
developed and subdivided …. 

  

 

 

13 Reverse Sensitivity 
Particular land uses in close 
proximity to heavy industrial uses 
can generate the potential for 
reverse sensitivity effects to arise 
and such effects are recognised and 
should be avoided. In the Port Nikau 
Environment specific land 
uses/activities have been controlled 
in the Buffer and Transitional Areas 
in order to avoid reverse sensitivity 
effects with neighbouring, 
established heavy industry…  

PNP-P4 Reverse Sensitivity 
To avoid adverse reverse sensitivity 
effects of sensitive activities in close 
proximity to the Heavy Industry Zone 
by controlling activities in the Buffer 
and Transitional Areas.   

PNE policy is simplified to 
ensure consistency with the 
WDP rolling review 
approach to drafting policies 
and to avoid duplication with 
the Strategic Direction 
chapter. 

14 Transport and Access 
Access to and within the Port Nikau 
Environment shall be considered in 
the processing of any Master Plan 
and/or Precinct Plan application(s), 
with those roads and intersections 
potentially affected by development 
in the Port Nikau Environment having 
been defined in Rule 50.4.4(d)(ii)…. 

PNP-P3 Transport and Access 
To ensure the provision of an efficient 
roading network, including alternative 
modes of transport and public transport 
by requiring the assessment of the 
development on the Port Nikau 
Precinct on the transport network.   

PNE policy is simplified to 
ensure consistency with the 
WDP rolling review 
approach to drafting policies 
and to avoid duplication with 
the proposed Transport 
Chapter. 

15 Provision of Infrastructure 
The provision of infrastructure must 
be a key consideration in assessing 
any Master Plan and/or Precinct 
Plan. In the assessment of potential 
infrastructure requirements the 
demand generated by proposed land 
uses must be assessed and the 
capacity required both on and off the 
site must be provided before the 
related demand/need occurs…. 

PNP-P2 Infrastructure and Services 
To ensure the efficient provision of 
three waters infrastructure for the Port 
Nikau Precinct by the assessment of 
potential infrastructure requirements 
based upon the demand generated by 
proposed land uses.   

PNE policy is simplified to 
ensure consistency with the 
WDP rolling review 
approach to drafting policies 
and to avoid duplication with 
the proposed Three Waters 
Chapter. 

16 Provision of Open Space 
The Open Space network provided 
within Port Nikau must be linked to 
assessed demand, enable 
unrestricted access by the public to 
Open Spaces; must be designed so 
that Open Spaces are accessible, 
readily usable, able to cater for a 
range of uses and users and linked 
in a legible manner. 
Access for the public to the Coastal 
Marine Area will be provided by the 
Open Space network required to be 
provided for and incorporated into 
the development of the Port Nikau 
Environment. 
 

PNP-P6 Open Space 
To provide open space, connections 
and access to the Coastal Marine 
Area by protecting the harbour edge 
shared space and creating pedestrian 
and cycle way links. 

PNE policy is simplified to 
ensure consistency with the 
WPD rolling review 
approach to drafting policies 
and to avoid duplication with 
the Strategic Direction 
chapter. 

. 

17 Ecological Values 
The area to the southwest of the 
Port Nikau Environment shall be 
recognised as an existing bird wader 
habitat of ecological significance. 
A buffer between the bird wader 
habitat and any development of the 
Port Nikau Environment shall be 
provided... 
 

PNP-P5 Ecological Values 
To recognise the existing bird wader 
habitat of ecological significance by 
providing a buffer along the south-
western boundary of the precinct 
between the habitat and any proposed 
development.   

18 Hazards 
As part of the assessment process 
of any Master Plan and/or Precinct 
Plan application(s) the extent of any 

 Delete to avoid duplication 
with WDP district wide 
Hazards chapters. 
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hazards must be taken into 
account… 
 

19. History 
When designing and developing the 
Open Space network within the Port 
Nikau Environment and in the 
naming of roads the history of the 
site should be taken into account. 
 

 Delete – Council road 
naming policy applies. 

 

 The proposed policies are considered the most appropriate for achieving the objectives and provide a 

coherent link to the methods and rules in the proceeding sections of the PNP. The use of clear and 

direct policies also aligns with the policy driven approach applied to the rolling review. 

 Table 8 below demonstrates that the policies proposed for the PNP implement the proposed PNP 

objectives, and that the methods implement the proposed PNP policies: 

TABLE 8: LINKING OF PROPOSED PNP PROVISIONS  

Proposed PNP Objective Proposed PNP Policies Proposed PNP Methods 

PNP-O1 Liveable Precinct PNP-P1 

PNP-P4 

PNP-P7 

PNP-R1 

PNP-R2 

PNP-O2 Infrastructure and Services PNP-P2 

PNP-P3 

PNP-R3 

PNP-O3 Biodiversity PNP-P5  PNP-R7 

PNP-O4 Reverse Sensitivity PNP-P4 PNP-R4-6 and 8 

PNP-O5 Open Space PNP-P6 PNP-R2 

 

 Table 9 below demonstrates the relevance of the zone policies and their relationship to the PNP policies: 

TABLE 9: LINKING OF PROPOSED ZONE AND PNP POLICIES 

Proposed Zone Policy Discussion 

HDR-P1 Residential Activities This policy gives effect to PNP-O1 and is consistent with the master 

plan indication of residential development and urban design. 

HDR-P2 Development Scale and Design The PNE does not have a current built form for residential activities.  

This policy would future proof built development in the PNP but does 

not confirm with any intended outcomes of the PNP. 

HDR-P3 On-site Amenity These policies give effect to PNP-O1. They are consistent with the 

master plan indication of residential development and urban design. HDR-P4 Outdoor Living Courts 

HDR-P5 Adjacent Properties 

HDR-P6 Residential Amenity and Character 

HDR-P7 Impervious Areas 

HDR-P8 Supported Residential Care and 

Retirement Village Premises 
This policy gives effect to PNP-O1 and is consistent with the master 

plan indication of residential development and urban design. 

HDR-P9 Non-Residential Activities This policy supports the intent of the master plan to identify indicative 

land use areas.  The policy will further support the rezoning of areas 

of the PNE.  
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HDR-P10 Comprehensive Design This policy supports comprehensive design a concept that is inherent 

in the PNE, and the proposed PNP provisions would not conflict with 

this policy. 

HDR-P11 Subdivision This policy gives effect to PNP-O1 and is consistent with the master 

plan indication of residential development and urban design. 

Proposed Zone Policy Discussion 

MU-P1 Character and Amenity This policy gives effect to PNP-O1 and is consistent with the master 

plan indication of residential development and urban design. 

MU-P2 Economic Growth This policy supports the intent of the master plan to identify indicative 

land use areas.  The policy will further support the rezoning of areas 

of the PNE. 

MU-P3 Residential Activities and Amenity This policy gives effect to PNP-O1 and is consistent with the master 

plan indication of residential development and urban design. 

 
MU-P4 Ground Floor Residential Units 

MU-P5 Outdoor Living Courts 

MU-P6 Cross Boundary Effects 

MU-P7 Esplanade Areas The master plan provides specifically for shared space along the 

harbor edge.  The PNE has very strong policy supporting the 

integration of activities and the water.  To avoid conflicting policy it is 

necessary to exempt compliance with policy MU-P7 and MU-R7. 

MU-P8 Walkability This policy gives effect to PNP-O1 and is consistent with the master 

plan indication of residential development and urban design. 

MU-P9 Incentives This policy enables increased development where connectivity is 

enhanced. The proposed PNP provisions would not conflict with this 

policy. 

Proposed Zone Policy Discussion 

LC-P1 Character and Amenity This policy gives effect to PNP-O1 and is consistent with the master 

plan indication of residential development and urban design. 

LC-P2 Range of Activities These policies support the intent of the master plan to identify 

indicative land use areas.  These policies will further support the 

rezoning of areas of the PNE. 
LC-P3 Mixed Use 

LC-P4 Active Frontages These policies give effect to PNP-O1 and is consistent with the 

master plan indication of residential development and urban design. 

 

 

LC-P5 Ground Floor Residential Units 

LC-P6 Residential Amenity 

LCZ-P7 Pedestrian Centric Environment 

LCZ-P8 Zone Interface These policies support the intent of the master plan to identify 

indicative land use areas.  These policies will further support the 

rezoning of areas of the Port Nikau environment. 
LCZ-P9 Discouraged Activities 

LCZ-P10 Scale of Development This policy gives effect to PNP-O1 and is consistent with the master 

plan indication of residential development and urban design. 

LCZ-P11 Vitality and Viability of the City 

Centre 

This policy protects the City Centre. The proposed PNP provisions 

would not conflict with this policy. 

LCZ-P12 Water Setbacks The PNE master plan provides specifically for shared space along the 

harbor edge.  The PNE has very strong policy supporting the 

integration of activities and the water.  To avoid conflicting policy it is 

necessary to exempt compliance with policy LCZ-P12 and LCZ-

R3.1.b and LCZ-R7.2. 
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Proposed Zone Policy Discussion 

LI-P1 Character and Amenity This policy gives effect to PNP-O1 and is consistent with the master 

plan indication of residential development and urban design. 

LI-P2 Industrial Activities These policies support the intent of the master plan to identify 

indicative land use areas.  These policies will further support the 

rezoning of areas of the PNE. 
LI-P3 Non-Industrial Activities 

LI-P4 Cross Zone Boundary Effects 

LI-P5 Esplanade Areas The PNE master plan provides specifically for shared space along the 

harbor edge.  The PNE has very strong policy supporting the 

integration of activities and the water.  To avoid conflicting policy it is 

necessary to exempt compliance with policy LI-P5 and LI-R3.1.d. 

LI-P6 Subdivision This policy gives effect to PNP-O1. Is consistent with the master plan 

indication of residential development and urban design. 

Proposed Zone Policy Discussion 

HI-P1 Character and Amenity This policy gives effect to PNP-O1 and is consistent with the master 

plan indication of residential development and urban design. 

HI-P2 Industrial Activities These policies support the intent of the master plan to identify 

indicative land use areas.  These policies will further support the 

rezoning of areas of the PNE. 
HI-P3 Small-Scale Industrial Activities 

HI-P4 Non-Industrial Activities 

HI-P5 Surrounding Environment 

HI-P6 Esplanade Areas The PNE master plan provides specifically for shared space along the 

harbor edge.  The PNE has very strong policy supporting the 

integration of activities and the water.  To avoid conflicting policy it is 

necessary to exempt compliance with policy HI-P6. 

HI-P6 Subdivision This policy gives effect to PNP-O1 and is consistent with the master 

plan indication of residential development and urban design. 

Proposed Zone Policy Discussion 

OS-P1 Providing for Community The master plan provides specifically for an open space network.  The 

PNP strengthens the OS policy. 

OS-P2 Building and Structures This policy gives effect to PNP-O1 and is consistent with the master 

plan indication of residential development and urban design. 
OS-P3 Protection 

OS-P4 Non-Recreation Activities 

OS-P5 Subdivision This policy gives effect to PNP-O1 and is consistent with the master 

plan indication of residential development and urban design. 

 
 

3.5   PNE Rules 

 The PNE has a number of complicated process rules focused upon managing the master plan and 

precinct plan processes.   These rules are not required with the introduction of underlying zones and the 

PNP.  The following rules are to be deleted: 

• 50.3 Process for Development 

• 50.3.1 Master Plan 

• 50.3.2 Precinct Plans 
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• 50.3.3 Subdivision and Built Development 

• 50.3.4 Changes to a Master Plan and/or Precinct Plan 

3.6    Proposed PNP Provisions 

 The proposed provisions in the PNP are assessed below. The proposed provisions are grouped by topic 

and effects. The evaluation of the provisions includes the identification of alternative options and an 

assessment of the costs, benefits, efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed provisions and the risks 

of acting and not acting. 

 The table 10 summarises the PNE rules and proposed PNP land use rules:  

Table 10: CHANGES TO PNE LANDUSE RULES 

PNE.50.4 Master Plan Applications 

A master plan has been approved under the provisions of 50.4.  It is logical to assume that these 

rules are no longer necessary if the master plan is adhered to. 

PNE Rule Discussion 

50.4.1.1 a)  report provided from an urban 

designer detailing design elements to be 

applied to site. 

Delete – the master plan indicated high level urban 

design elements.  The urban plan changes include 

information requirements linking to Urban Design 

Guidelines for best practice.   

50.4.1.2 a) Infrastructure framework 

provided detailing layout and capacity. 

Delete – the master plan indicated infrastructure 

requirements.  The requirement for infrastructure 

upgrading and trigger points have been included in 

rule PNP-R3 and REQ-03. 

50.4.1.2 b) detail of areas to be set aside to 

provide for the physical location of future 

infrastructure 

Delete – proposed Transport and Three Waters 

chapters will apply. 

 

50.4.1.3 a) Hazards assessment Delete – the master plan provided hazards 

information.  District wide hazards chapter applies. 

50.4.1.4 a) Ecological buffer  

b) Assessment of on-going protection 

Delete - the protection of the ecological buffer has 

been ensured by proposed Rule PNP-R7 where any 

building or structure is a prohibited activity. 

50.4.1.5 Reverse Sensitivity 

a) assessment and plan of proposed land 

use 

Delete – the master plan provided sufficient 

information to determine future land use which is 

reflected and managed in the proposed zones. 

50.4.1.6 Traffic Management 

Report examining implications. 

Delete – the master plan provided sufficient 

information.  The proposed zones will manage 

effects. The requirement for infrastructure upgrading 

and trigger points have been included in rule PNP-R3 

and REQ-03. 

50.4.1.7 Railway Line 

Assessment of how the line is to be 

retained. 

80.4.1.8 Assessment Criteria Delete – the master plan has been approved, and the 
proposed zones will provide for subdivision, use and 
development.  Master plan provisions are no longer 
required. 

50.4.2 Controlled Activities 

Subdivision prior to precinct plan approval. 
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50.4.3 Discretionary Activities 

Master plan applications. 

 

50.4.4 Non-complying Activities 

Master plan applications 

PNE.50.5 Precinct Plan Applications 

At the date of preparing this section 32 evaluation report no application had been received to 

approve a proposed precinct. 

50.5.1.1 Master plan  

Precinct Plan must give effect to. 

Delete 

The proposed zones will provide for subdivision, use 
and development.  Precinct plans are no longer 
required. 

 

50.5.2 Area and Location 

Exact area for precinct plan to be specified. 

50.5.3 Development schedule – Expressed 

as GFA of activities 

50.5.4 a) i. specific urban design principles, 

bulk, location and amenity controls 

Delete – the proposed zones specify bulk and 

location controls.  Information requirement PNP-

REQ01 will apply a requirement to undertake an 

urban design assessment. 

50.5.4 a) ii – v  design standards for 

streetscapes, roads etc 

Delete 

Duplication with the proposed Transport chapter. 

50.5.4.a) vi open space and reserve 

network 

Delete - the Open Space Zone is proposed to apply 
to locations identified as open space on the master 
plan.   

50.5.5 a) and b) Integrated traffic 

assessment 

Delete Duplication with the proposed Transport and 
Three Waters chapters.  The requirement for 
integrated traffic assessments have been included in 
rule PNP-R3 and REQ-03. 50.5.5 c) – f) Infrastructure network 

provided for precinct 

50.5.6 a) hazards detail methods to engage 

with. 

Delete 

District wide hazards chapter and the NES for 
contaminated soils apply. 

50.5.7 a) and b)  Ecological buffers The protection of the ecological buffer has been 

ensured by proposed Rule PNP-R7 any building or 

structure is a prohibited activity. 

50.5.8 Matters over which discretion is 

restricted 

Delete – The proposed zones specify bulk and 
location controls. 

50.5.2 Prohibited Activities Renumbered. 

50.3.3 – 50.5.7 Activity Rules  Delete – the proposed zones will provide for 
subdivision, use and development, precinct plans no 
longer required.  

PNE.50.5 Precinct Plan Applications 

50.6.1 Transitional Provisions Delete – proposed zones will provide for subdivision, 
use and development. Transitional provisions no 
longer required. 

50.7.A Prohibited Activities Renumbered. 

50.7.B Non Complying Activities Renumbered. 
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50.7.1 – 50.8.8 Activities Deleted. 

 

Setback from Waterbodies  

 Proposed Rule PNP-R2 provides for exceptions to the underlying zone provisions for the setback from 

MHWS to provide for the ability to create a shared space along the harbour edge.  The master plan 

provides for an area of land to be utilised for a pedestrian and cycleway link along the harbour edge, 

while also providing for a mix of buildings and activities to interface with the water.  This is particularly 

important for the on-going operation of marine industry within the proposed Light Industry Zone. 

 As an alternative to the zone setback rules the PNP rule requires all buildings to obtain a restricted 

discretionary consent, with matters of discretion focused upon the provision of access along the harbour 

edge, the design and layout of buildings, connectivity and integration with the harbour edge. 

Mixed Use - Commercial Activities 

 Proposed Rule PNP-R4 provides for additional controls for commercial activities within the Mixed Use 

Zone.  The Mixed Use Zone provides for a generous level of permitted activity commercial activities 

when located in proximity to the City Centre Zone, complementing the economic viability of the City 

Centre.   

 The master plan indicates a mixed use land use activity, without detailing the mix between commercial 

and residential uses.  To afford protection of the City Centre and the proposed Local Commercial Zone 

within the PNP it is considered appropriate to limit commercial activities to be focused along road 

frontages.  

 As discussed in Part 3 of this s32 Report, within the MU it is not considered appropriate to permit smaller 

scale general retail activities and food and beverage activities as these uses are encouraged to locate 

in the adjacent City Centre Zone. This helps to manage commercial sprawl and endorse the City Centre 

as the primary destination for residents and visitors.  The underlying MU provisions are therefore not 

considered appropriate for the PNP as they are considered too restrictive and inconsistent with the 

higher order policy direction for the area.  

 It is considered that proposed rule PNP-R4 helps to achieve the anticipated outcomes for the PNP. The 

underlying MU provisions will still apply to the PNP to ensure that adverse effects are managed and that 

the vibrancy and vitality of the City Centre Zone are protected.  

3.7    Conclusion 

 Pursuant to s32 of the RMA, the proposed PNP objectives have been analysed against Part 2 of the 

RMA and the relevant provisions of higher order plans and policy documents. It is considered that the 

proposed objectives are the most appropriate way to achieve the purpose of the RMA. 

 The proposed provisions have been detailed and compared against status quo terms of their costs, 

benefits, efficiency and effectiveness and risk in accordance with the relevant clauses of s32 of the 

RMA. The proposed provisions are considered to represent the most appropriate means of achieving 
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the proposed objectives and of addressing the underlying resource management issues relating to Port 

Nikau.  

4.     Proposed Hīhīaua Peninsula Precinct Section 32 Analysis   

 The proposed Hīhīaua Peninsula Precinct (HPP) includes one objective, one policy and five landuse 

rules. These aspects are discussed in the following sections. 

4.1   Proposed Objective 

 The HPP is proposed to overlay the Mixed-use Zone (MU) within the Hīhīaua Peninsula. The outcomes 

envisaged for the HPP are largely similar to those envisaged for the wider MU. However, the Hīhīaua 

Peninsula has been identified by Council as a potential area for inner city living and smaller scale mixed 

use development, including food and beverage activities and potentially boutique retail. The proposed 

MU does not encourage smaller scale retail activities or food and beverage activities for the reasons 

discussed in Part 3 of this s32 Report. In order to provide for these activities, it is considered appropriate 

to introduce an additional objective to provide a suitable planning framework for the HPP. Therefore, the 

HPP proposes the following objective: 

HPP-O1 – Hīhīaua Peninsula 

Hīhīaua Peninsula is a diverse, vibrant and attractive location to live, work and play. 

 The proposed objective seeks to enable activities that support the social and economic well-being of the 

HPP in accordance with the higher order policy direction for the area.  

 Part 2 of the RMA outlines the purpose and principles of the RMA. The proposed MU objective has 

been assessed as achieving the purpose of the RMA and promoting sustainable management within 

Part 3 of this s32 Report. It is considered that the additional proposed HPP objective relates to s7(b) 

of the RMA as it helps to achieve efficient use and development of natural and physical resources in a 

location that has been identified as being suitable and desirable for mixed-use type development.  

 The provisions of higher order documents were considered in the formulation of the HPP objective and 

policy. The proposed HPP objective aims to give effect to the Whangarei City Centre Plan and the 

Hīhīaua Precinct Plan and is considered to be consistent with higher order documents.  

 The proposed HPP objective is subservient to the higher order district wide objectives set out in the 

Strategic Direction Chapter proposed under Plan Change 148. The proposed HPP objective directly 

relates to Strategic Direction Objectives SD-O1 and O11. This ensures that the proposed HPP 

objective is effectively linked to the overall objectives and policies of the Strategic Direction Chapter 

which have been assessed as being appropriate in terms of s32 (refer to Plan Change 148).  

4.2 Proposed Hīhīaua Precinct 

 Applying a precinct with underlying zoning is considered to be an appropriate method of achieving the 

HPP objective and maintaining the outcomes sought through higher order policy documents.  The draft 

Standards provide a specific list of zones that may be used in a district plan.  The draft Standards also 
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provide other methods such as Precincts, Development Areas and Special Purpose Zones, as 

discussed in above. 

 It is considered that none of the specific zones provided for in the draft Standards appropriately entirely 

provide for the outcomes anticipated for the Hīhīaua Peninsula.  The proposed MU has been applied to 

areas around the City Centre and provides for a mix of residential activities, commercial and community 

activities. The proposed MU is largely consistent with the outcomes envisaged for the Hīhīaua 

Peninsula; however, the proposed MU provisions for residential activities at ground floor, food and 

beverage activities and small scale retail activities are not considered appropriate for the Hīhīaua 

Peninsula. 

 The area is not considered suitable as a Special Purpose Zone as the differences between the MU and 

the anticipated outcomes for the Hīhīaua Peninsula are not significant enough to justify a standalone 

zoning. 

 It is considered that in accordance with the draft Standards the most appropriate method of achieving 

the anticipated outcomes for the Hīhīaua Peninsula is to apply the MU as an underlying zoning with the 

HPP as an overlying precinct. The HPP only proposes a small number of minor changes to the MU 

provisions because the overall policy context and intent of the MU is consistent with the policy direction 

for the Hīhīaua Peninsula.  

 The boundaries of the proposed HPP have been determined based on higher order policy direction (e.g. 

the Hīhīaua Precinct Plan and the WCCP).  An alternative was considered was to also apply the 

proposed HPP to the areas of land along Herekino and Dent Streets that are adjacent to the coastal 

marine area and/or the Open Space Environment. However, these areas have been assessed as being 

more appropriately zoned as the Waterfront Zone (see Part 4 of this s32 Report).  A further alternative 

considered was to include the sites fronting Reyburn Lane in the proposed HPP. However, the outcomes 

identified in the Hīhīaua Precinct Plan for these sites are considered to be more consistent with the 

underlying Mixed-use Zone and therefore these sites have not been included within the HPP – see 

Figure 3 above.   

4.3 Proposed Policy 

 The proposed MU policies have been assessed as being appropriate for the Hīhīaua Peninsula as 

discussed in Part 3 of the s32 Report. However, in order to provide for slight amendments to the 

residential, retail and food and beverage activities it is considered that an additional policy is necessary 

for the proposed HPP. The following policy is proposed for the HPP: 

HPP-P1 – Enabled Activities  

To support a wider range of mixed-use activities by enabling smaller scale general retail activities and food 

and beverage activities. 

 The proposed policy directly relates to the proposed provisions to provide a more enabling policy 

framework for these activities in the HPP than in the MU.  

 An alternative option to the proposed policy was to rely on the proposed MU policies. However, the MU 

policies do not explicitly provide for food and beverage activities and smaller scale retail activities. 
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Therefore, it is considered more appropriate to provide a more direct policy linkage to the proposed HPP 

provisions.  

4.4    Proposed HPP Rules 

 The proposed provisions in the HPP are assessed below. The proposed provisions are grouped by 

topic. The evaluation of the provisions includes the identification of alternative options and an 

assessment of the costs, benefits, efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed provisions and the risks 

of acting and not acting.  

Residential Activities 

 Proposed Rule HPP-R1 provide for exceptions to the underlying MU provisions so that residential units 

at ground floor are permitted rather than discretionary.  

 As discussed in Part 3 of this s32 Report, within the MU it is not considered appropriate to permit 

residential units at ground floor as a strong active frontage should be required in building design and 

(while the area encourages residential activities), it is envisaged that there will be a prevalence of non-

residential activities. Within the HPP, active frontage is still encouraged in building design but, there is 

a stronger focus on enabling residential activities.  

 Providing for residential units at ground floor in the HPP is considered to be consistent with higher order 

policy direction. Within the wider MU there would be a risk that if every site provided residential units at 

ground floor then there would be very limited space available for non-residential activities. However, 

within the HPP if every site provided residential units at ground floor this would be a positive outcome 

as the HPP is intended to be a mixed-use environment with a strong residential focus.  

 Given the above, it is not considered appropriate to retain the underlying MU provisions relating to 

residential units at ground floor as this is not consistent with the anticipated outcomes for the HPP. The 

proposed provisions are considered the most appropriate to support residential units within the HPP and 

the other underlying MU provisions help to manage the design of buildings and retain active frontages.  

Commercial Activities 

 Proposed Rules HPP-R2 – R3 provide for the following exceptions to the underlying MU provisions: 

• HPP-R2 – Provides for general retail activities up to 600m2 Net Floor Area as a permitted activity 

rather than a discretionary activity. 

• HPP-R3 – Provides for food and beverage activities as a permitted activity rather than a 

discretionary activity. 

 As discussed in Part 3 of this s32 Report, within the MU it is not considered appropriate to permit smaller 

scale general retail activities and food and beverage activities as these uses are encouraged to locate 

in the adjacent City Centre Zone. This helps manage commercial sprawl and endorse the City Centre 

as the primary destination for residents and visitors.  
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 The Hīhīaua Peninsula has been identified by Council as a potential area for mixed use development, 

including cafes, restaurants and boutique retail. These types of activities help to support the on-going 

development of the Hīhīaua Peninsula and Waterfront areas. The underlying MU provisions are 

therefore not considered appropriate as they are considered too restrictive and inconsistent with the 

higher order policy direction for the area.  

 It is considered that proposed Rules HPP-R2 – R3 are the most appropriate to achieve the anticipated 

outcomes for the HPP. The underlying MU provisions will still apply to the HPP to ensure that adverse 

effects are managed and that the vibrancy and vitality of the City Centre Zone are protected.  

5.     Proposed Oil Refinery Precinct Section 32 Analysis  

 The proposed Oil Refinery Precinct (OPR) includes one objective, one policy and one landuse rule. 

These aspects are discussed in the following sections. 

5.1   Proposed Objective 

 The Urban Plan Changes propose to delete Scheduled Activity No. 13 and rezone the sites comprising 

the oil refinery as Heavy Industrial Zone (HI). The proposed HI provisions are considered to be broadly 

consistent with but not to sufficiently provide for oil refinery related activities.  

 The oil refinery includes noxious heavy industrial activities as well as offices, visitor centres, residential 

activities and other facilities catering to the needs of staff and visitors.  These activities are not 

considered appropriate to permit within the wider HI as they can generate reverse sensitivity effects and 

compromise the capacity of the HI to support heavy industrial activities. However, these activities are 

considered to be necessary to enable the oil refinery. In order to provide for these activities, it is 

considered appropriate to introduce an additional objective to provide a suitable planning framework for 

the ORP. Therefore, the ORP proposes the following objective: 

ORP-O1 – Regional Significance 

Recognise and provide for the Marsden Point Oil Refinery as regionally significant infrastructure. 

 The proposed objective seeks to give effect to the Northland Regional Policy Statement (NRPS) which 

identifies the oil refinery as regionally significant infrastructure.  

 Part 2 of the RMA outlines the purpose and principles of the RMA. The proposed HI objectives have 

been assessed as achieving the purpose of the RMA and promoting sustainable management within 

Part 9 of this s32 Report. It is considered that the additional proposed ORP objective relates to s7(b) 

and (g) of the RMA as it supports the on-going function and operation of the oil refinery.  

 The proposed ORP objective is subservient to the higher order district wide objectives set out in the 

Strategic Direction Chapter proposed under Plan Change 148. The proposed ORP objective directly 

relates to Strategic Direction Objectives SD-O22 and O23. This ensures that the proposed ORP 

objective is effectively linked to the overall objectives and policies of the Strategic Direction Chapter 

which have been assessed as being appropriate in terms of s32 (refer to Plan Change 148).  
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5.2 Proposed Oil Refinery Precinct 

 Applying a precinct with underlying zoning is considered to be an appropriate method of achieving the 

ORP objective and protecting the operation of the oil refinery. The draft Standards provide a specific 

list of zones that may be used in a district plan and provide other methods such as Precincts, 

Development Areas and Special Purpose Zones, as discussed in above. 

 The proposed HI has been applied to areas considered suitable for larger scale industrial activities. 

The proposed HI is considered to broadly be consistent with the outcomes envisaged for the oil 

refinery area; however, the proposed HI provisions are not considered to sufficiently provide for the 

range of activities required as part of the oil refinery’s operation. 

 It is considered that in accordance with the draft Standards the most appropriate method of achieving 

the anticipated outcomes for the oil refinery is to apply the HI as an underlying zoning with the ORP as 

an overlying precinct.  

 The operative approach of applying a Scheduled Activity is not considered to be consistent with the draft 

Standards. This approach has been assessed in Part 1 of the s32 Report and is not considered to be 

appropriate.  

 The area is not considered to be suitable as a Special Purpose Zone as the differences between the 

HI and the anticipated outcomes for the oil refinery are not significant enough to justify a standalone 

zoning.  

 Another alternative considered was to provide a site-specific rule for the oil refinery within the proposed 

HI provisions. Under this approach the rule would need to refer to the legal descriptions of the sites 

where the exception applies. A precinct approach is considered to be more appropriate than a site-

specific rule as it is more transparent for users of the plan because it would spatially identify where the 

exception applies on the WDP planning maps rather than the exception sitting solely within the HI rules.  

 The boundaries of the proposed ORP have been determined based on the extent of the operative 

Scheduled Activity No.13. The area has been extended to the west to include additional land comprising 

refinery activities or that is considered necessary for future oil refinery expansion – see Figure 4 below: 
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Figure 4: Proposed Oil Refinery Precinct Area outlined in red 

5.3 Proposed Policy 

 The proposed HI policies have been assessed as being appropriate for the oil refinery area as 

discussed in Part 9 of the s32 Report. However, in order to provide for slight amendments to enable 

refinery related activities it is considered that an additional policy is necessary for the proposed ORP. 

The following policy is proposed for the ORP: 

ORP-P1 – Oil Refinery Functioning  

To enable the operation, maintenance and upgrading of the Marsden Point Oil Refinery by providing for 

activities which contribute to the primary function of the oil refinery. 

 The proposed policy directly relates to the proposed rule to provide a more enabling policy framework 

for oil refinery related activities.  

 An alternative option to the proposed policy was to rely on the proposed HI policies. However, the HI 

policies do not explicitly provide for some of the activities that are necessary to enable the on-going 

functioning of the refinery. Therefore, it is considered more appropriate to provide a more direct policy 

linkage to the proposed ORP rule.  
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5.4    Proposed ORP Rule 

 Proposed Rule ORP-R1 provides for an exception to the underlying HI provisions so that oil refinery 

activities are permitted. Oil refinery activities are proposed to be defined as: 

Oil Refinery Activities 
means the use of land and/or buildings within the Oil Refinery Precinct for refinery related activities, 
including: 

a) Operation of storage and fuel tanks; 

b) Process plants;  

c) Cogeneration plants and associated transmission lines;  

d) Offices;  

e) Support and community activities;  

f) Visitor centres;  

g) Canteens/cafes and residential dwellings associated with the refinery; and  

h) Facilities catering to the needs of staff and visitors. 

 As discussed in Part 9 of this s32 Report, within the HI it is not considered appropriate to permit several 

of the activities that are included in the proposed definition above. However, in order to recognise and 

support the oil refinery as regionally significant infrastructure it is considered necessary to enable these 

activities.  

 The proposed definition is based on the operative Scheduled Activity No.13. While the method of 

applying a Scheduled Activity is not considered appropriate, the wording of Scheduled Activity No.13 is 

considered to be efficient and effective and will achieve the proposed ORP objective. The proposed rule 

and definition is considered to provide a clear exception from the HI provisions and gives effect to the 

NRPS in providing for the refinery as regionally significant infrastructure. Therefore, it is considered that 

the proposed rule is appropriate in terms of s32.  

6.    Conclusion 

 Pursuant to s32 of the RMA, the proposed Precinct objectives have been analysed against Part 2 of the 

RMA and the relevant provisions of higher order plans and policy documents. It is considered that the 

proposed objectives are the most appropriate way to achieve the purpose of the RMA. 

 The use of a Precinct approach and the proposed Precinct provisions have been detailed and compared 

against viable alternatives in terms of their costs, benefits, efficiency and effectiveness and risk in 

accordance with the relevant clauses of s32 of the RMA. The Precinct approach and the proposed 

Precinct provisions are considered to represent the most appropriate means of achieving the proposed 

Precinct objectives and of addressing the underlying resource management issues relating to Port 

Nikau, the Oil Refinery and Hīhīaua Peninsula.    


